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Abstract
We present a new method for assignment of devices
with different Vth in a double-Vth-process, whereas
leakage is reduced and performance increases or is
constant. A mixed-Vth gate type is developed, which
renders new masks unnecessary. As compared with
known methods, our approach achieves an additional
leakage reduction of 25% while leakage reduction in
raw designs is average 65%.

1. Introduction
Over the past decade mobile applications and
devices became more important, as users want to
communicate and work everywhere. This requires
long operating times of devices, with consequently
low power dissipation. Since CMOS devices scale in
dimensions below 100 nm, power dissipation is not
only determined by the switching power because
leakage increases exponentially [1]. This is caused by
aggressive reduction of threshold voltage, gate length,
and physical oxide thickness, which rise short channel
and quantum effects. The consequence for low power
applications is the need for effective reduction of
leakage power.
There are several ways to reduce leakage, like
implementation of sleeping transistors, dynamic voltage scaling, or dynamic Vth-scaling [2][3]. Another
common technique is Dual Threshold CMOS
(DTCMOS), which has no area and control overhead
in contrast to the methods above [4]. The idea of
DTCMOS is the application of devices with different
threshold voltages. Low threshold voltage (LVT)
devices achieve a smaller delay than high threshold
voltage (HVT), while causing increased leakage. The
approaches presented in [5] and [6] detect the critical
path and calculate a time slack for each gate. If time
slack is long enough, gates are changed to HVT gates.
A solution at transistor level is presented in [7]. After
timing analysis and evaluation of the transistor time
slacks, a priority is assigned to every transistor depending on delay and leakage. Transistors with the
highest priority are checked first. If slack is long
enough they will be replaced by high-threshold voltage transistors.
Solutions at transistor level require a lot of re-

sources and are not useful for considerably designs,
but optimization is very accurate. In contrast, solutions at gate level are less time-consuming, but fewer
detailed. We propose an approach, which tries to
combine advantages of both levels. This will be
achieved by modified gate types and new algorithms.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we introduce subthreshold current and delay model.
Next, in section 3, we present evaluation of subthreshold current in stacks of different transistors. In
section 4 we introduce our proposed mixed-Vth
CMOS approach designs. In Section 5 simulation
results are presented and section 6 summarizes this
paper.

2. Preliminaries
Subthreshold current
Subthreshold current Isub, which occurs when gate
voltage is below threshold voltage Vth, is a main part
of leakage current [2]. Isub depends on different effects and voltages, which are formulated in following
equations:
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where q is the electrical charge, T is the temperature,

n is the subthreshold swing coefficient, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, η is the drain induced barrier
lowering (DIBL) coefficient, γ is the body effect
coefficient, µ is the mobility, Vth0 is the zero-bias
threshold voltage, Vgs is the gate-source voltage, Vbs is
the bulk-source voltage, Vds is the drain-source voltage, εox and εSi are the gate dielectric constants of gate
oxid and silicium, NSUB is the uniform substrate
doping concentration and NDEP the channel doping
concentration, Tox is the thickness of the oxid layer,
ФS is the surface potential, DSUB and ETA0 are technology dependent DIBL coefficients, and ETAB is a
body-bias coefficient of the BSIM4-Modell.
The delay Td of a CMOS device can be approximated as follows

k ' ⋅ Vdd CL
Td =
(W / L ) ⋅ (Vdd − Vth )α

(5)

where k’ is a technology constant, CL is the load, and
α models the short channel effects [8].
Variation of Vth is a common technique to reduce
leakage because Isub exponentially scales with Vth (see
equation 1). Thus, higher Vth results in lower leakage.
However, from equation (5) follows higher Vth additionally results in longer delay [4]. Hence, the request
is to optimize the application of low Vth (LVT) and
high Vth devices (HVT).
3. Different Vth in a stack
It is necessary to know the behavior of transistor
stacks with different Vth to understand the advantages
of mixed-Vth circuits. This is shown by a comparison
of a two transistor stack with equal Vth and a two
transistor stack with different Vth. All transistors are
equal dimensioned.
The behavior of transistor stacks is determined by
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We assume that doping concentration of both
devices is nearly equal, all transistors are equal dimensioned, and mobility is identical. Hence, in combination with equation (2) follows:
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That means, current Istack through a stack of two transistors can approximately evaluated from:
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Combination of equation (1) and (6) in consideration
of the example circuit (figure 1) results in:
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Combination of equations (7), (8), and (9) results in:
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the stack effect, which occurs when more than one
transistor in the stack is turned off (figure 1). The
intermediate node Vx has a positive voltage due to the
small drain current. Hence, Vgs,u is negative and from
equation (1) follows, this exponentially reduces the
leakage. Additionally, the DIBL is reduced by rising
Vx. This increases Vth of the bottom device Tb and
consequently decreases leakage.
At first, subthreshold current Isub must be evaluated. This requires the determination of Vx. If we
assume that subthreshold currents dominates, then
from Kirchhoff’s voltage law follows:
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figure 1 Stack of NMOS transistors

I stack = I ds ,u = I 0 ⋅ e
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The ratio of subthreshold current Iequ in a stack of
transistors with equal Vth versus subthreshold current
Idiff of transistors with different Vth results in combina-

tion with equation (11) from:
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As example, we got for applied BPTM models

= −3.12 ⋅103 .

Next step is determination of threshold voltage
ratio in both stacks. The constraint is that delay of
both stacks is equal. Hence, the maximum delay of
both stacks can be approximated as follows.
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and consequently:
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From (16) follows, statement in (22) is true and consequently (14) is true. That means:

I equ > I diff

The solution of this equation with approximated values from current technologies results in:
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The verification of this inequation requires at first the
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The last step of verification of statement in (14) is
combination of (14) and (18), which results in:
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Hence, at equal delay leakage in a stack of equal
transistors is higher than in a mixed-Vth stack, where
transistors have different Vth. However, the difference
of both subthreshold currents, which mainly depends
on difference of threshold voltages, varies from 3 to
10%.
But, if signal probability of each input is known,
leakage can be strongly reduced because order of
input signals is irrelevant in stacks. Leakage in
mixed-Vth stacks is significant lower as in equal-Vth
stacks when only one transistor is blocking and this is
a low-Vth transistor. Consequently, signals with highest ‘0’-probability (NMOS-stack) or highest ‘1’probability (PMOS-stack) should connect to high-Vth
transistors via pin-reordering.

4. Mixed-Vth (MVT) CMOS Circuits
(17)

where Vth is the threshold voltage of equal transistors.
Because α ≈ 1.3 [8], it can be approximated:

The ambition of mixed-Vth technique is reduction
of leakage within a Dual Threshold Voltage (DVT)
design, without decreasing performance and without
rising mask costs. This will be achieved by optimization of fast LVT gates and by generating a new gate
type. In [9] we presented two new gate types for standard cell processes.

MLVT gates

6. Conclusion

MLVT gates have the same maximum delay as
LVT gates, but reduced leakage power dissipation.
Only the transistors in the slower path within a gate
have a low Vth.
MVT gates
Common Dual-Vth (DVT) designs consist of two
gate types LVT and HVT. Hence, the gate-level optimization has only two degrees of freedom, which
can result in high concentration of LVT gates. An
approach to reduce the number of LVT gates is an
additional gate type, which has smaller delay as HVT
gates and lower leakage as LVT gates. This gate type
could consist of transistors with normal-Vth, which is
lower than high-Vth and higher than low-Vth. But this
requires extra masks for the manufacturing process.
Our proposed approach is the mix of low-Vth and
high-Vth transistors within stacks, which mostly form
the critical path. As shown in section 3, mixed stacks
have equal delay and lower leakage as stacks of transistor with normal-Vth. As explained, probability
analysis and pin-reordering additionally reduces leakage. Furthermore, noncritical paths of these mixed-Vth
(MVT) gates consist of high-Vth transistors.

5. Simulation Results
We created a library of LVT, MLVT, HVT, and
MVT 2-input gates with the modified BPTM transistor models [10]. Next, we generated DVT, MVT with
pin-reordering, and MVT without pin-reordering
implementations of ISCAS’85 [11]. Subsequently, we
simulated generated designs and a LVT version of
each design. We set the signal probability of every
design input to 50%.
Leakage power dissipation decreased by average
65% with proposed mixed-Vth technique compared to
the LVT implementation. Thereby, main part of optimization is based on insertion of HVT gates in noncritical paths. Compared to DVT implementations the
leakage power could be reduced by average 25%
(figure 2).
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